Fe(III)-photocatalytic partial oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde under UV-solar simulated radiation.
A great deal of interest is recorded among researchers in the identification of new catalytic systems that make possible the selective oxidation of organic species in the presence of non-toxic solvents, primarily water, through the use of inexpensive catalysts. The possibility to selectively oxidize benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde is studied in the present work by using ferric ions as homogeneous catalysts and oxygen as an oxidant under UV-solar simulated radiation. Due to the possibility that Fe(III) aquo-complex photolysis could generate undesired reactive OH radicals with the consequent occurrence of side reactions, most of the runs are carried out at pH = 0.5 at which these events have a reduced incidence. The results indicate that benzyl alcohol can be partially converted into benzaldehyde with yield and selectivity values higher than 40% and 80% respectively for the conditions adopted, with a minor occurrence of benzoic acid formation. Reaction schemes to account for the experimental observations are provided.